**TYPE 1 PEDESTRIAN FENCE PANEL ELEVATION**

Scale A

- **No traffic (verge)**
- **Traffic direction**
- **SECTION 1A**
  - Scale A
  - LOCATED IN VERGE
- **Traffic direction**
- **SECTION 1B**
  - Scale A
  - LOCATED IN MEDIAN

Note: #22 Baluster shown hatched grey

---

**SECTION 1A**

75x10 Flat bar

75x50x8 Unequal angle with no hole

**SECTION 1B**

75x10 Flat bar

75x50x8 Unequal angle with no hole

**DETAIL A**

#22 Baluster position (all conditions)

Baluster orientation to suit fence location. Refer section 1A where fence is 'located in verge'. Refer section 1B where fence is 'located in median'.

**DETAIL B**

Refer end post standard drawing for general notes
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